PLEDGE ON SWACHHATA UNDER “EK BHARAT SHRESHTH BHARAT” PROGRAM

Since “EK Bharat” was the vision of The Iron Man Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel and “Shrestha Bharat” is the vision of our Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, so to visualise “Shrestha Bharat” vision RUSA committee conducted program of Pledge on Swachhata under “EK BHARAT SHRESHTH BHARAT” program at Government Arts College, Maninagar, K.K Shastri Educational Campus on 13 Feb. 2020. RUSA committee briefed about this program to students and also about “Swachh Bharat Mission”. RUSA committee discussed about how cleanliness is important for better standard of living, for better society and for country also. Approximately 150 students took pledge on Swachhata.
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